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Chapter 8

Nanocomputing
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Summary. Nanocomputing encompasses any submicron devices and technologies applied to any

computational or related tasks. A brief survey is given, and emphasis is placed on biomolecular

devices that use nucleic acids as their substrate. Computational self-assembly of DNA, and DNA-

based enzymatic computing are surveyed in greater detail. The foremost implementation challenge

for computation, viz., DNA word design, is also surveyed.

Keywords. Nanocomputing; DNA computing; DNA self-assembly; enzymatic computing; univer-

sal computation; DNA word design.

Computing as we know it is based on the von Neumann stored program concept and its ubiq-

uitous implementation in the form of electronic instruction processors. For the past three decades,

processors have been fabricated using semiconductor integrated circuits, the dominant material

being silicon, and the dominant technology CMOS. Relentless miniaturization has been decreas-

ing feature size and increasing both the operating frequency and the number of elements per chip,

giving rise to so-called Moore’s law. Indeed, vast amounts of raw computational power are now

available in every personal computer sold, at a very modest cost. By improving the processes and

materials and using new geometries, the semiconductor industry expects to be able to continue

this trend for at least another decade, according to its common Roadmap document (1). Whereas

a 90 nm node is characteristic of current processes (implying that the semiconductor industry is

already operating in the nanotechnology domain), it is expected that 18 nm will be reached by

2018. Beyond that lie fundamental limits of the technology, principally the problem of heat dissi-

pation (2,3) inherent to devices in which an electronic charge is used for state representation. Alter-

natives are being sought to CMOS fabrication (4–8) at the level of devices, such as single-electron

transistors (9, 10), carbon nanotubes (11), silicon nanowires (12–14), molecular switches (15–17),

nanomagnets (18), quantum dots (19), chemically assembled electronics (20–29), chemical logic

gates with optical outputs (30–34), and three-dimensional semiconductor integration (35) (pre-



dicted much earlier (36)). Alternative architectures are also being explored, such as amorphous

computing (37), spatial computing (26, 38) blob computing (39, 40), cell matrix computing (41),

chaos computing (42), and the entire field of quantum computing.

Thus, while we need not fear a scarcity of computing cycles, the prospect of eventual demise

of Moore’s law has given impetus to a great variety of research into new computational substrates.

A separate chapter in this volume treats nanoelectronics, that is, work that aims to, more or less

seamlessly, extend the viability of microelectronic technologies beyond the lifetime of CMOS

processes. Here we focus on research over the past decade that has been less concerned with

continuity, and that attempts to achieve computational effects through the application of biochem-

ical principles in new and unexpected ways. Our main focus is on various computing paradigms

using DNA. We examine in which sense they perform computation and interpret them in terms

of conventional mathematical notions of computation. We also examine their commonalities, in

particular the question of DNA word design.

DNA computation in its original formulation (43–49) seeks to employ the massive parallelism

inherent in the small scale of molecules to speed up decision problems. The essential property

of nucleic acids, specific hybridization (formation of the double helix) (50–53) is either exploited

to encode solutions as long strings of nucleotides, generate large numbers of random strings and

check them in a small number of steps, often manual such as PCR (though more reliable detection

is now available (54)), or to construct solutions directly through oligonucleotide self-assembly. A

number of NP-complete decision problems have been rendered in this fashion (55–58), and encod-

ings for general computation (59–63) and combinatorial games (64) have also been proposed. A

limitation of the approach is the need for large amounts of nucleic acid (65); with amounts currently

feasible (and the low speed of operations), it has been difficult to outperform electronic computers.

Another limitation has been in imperfect specificity of nucleic acid hybridization. The research in

this area (66–73) has ranged from the physico-chemical constraints on usable nucleotide strings

(e.g., melting points; secondary structure) to tools for systematic string generation (74); we review

it in Section 8.3.

Further variations on the theme of DNA computation have included using proteins instead of

nucleic acids, for a larger alphabet (75), hairpin computation (76), sophisticated forms of self-

assembly (77), to avoid manual operations, and cellular computation in which cells (real or simu-

lated) are viewed as elementary computational elements, with some form of communication among

multiple cells (51, 77–93).

While early on it was believed that DNA computing might be a competitor to electronics in

solving hard computational problems, the focus has now shifted to the use of DNA to compute in

environments where it is uniquely capable of operating, such as in smart drug delivery to individual

cells (94, 95).

Our review of biochemically based computing, necessarily limited in scope, is organized ac-

cording to the manner in which the principle of specific hybridization is exploited. In Section 8.1

we consider how large two- and three-dimensional structures are built in a programmable fash-

ion through molecular self-assembly. In Section 8.2 we treat approaches in which short strands

representing logic signals spcifically bind to activate particular enzymatic reactions in a reaction

network. Finally, the pervasive subproblem of the design of good DNA sequences for computation
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is treated in Section 8.3.

8.1 Computing using structural self-assembly of DNA

One of the most interesting and useful paradigms in biomolecular computation is molecular self-

assembly. Self-assembly is the spontaneous formation of ordered structure out of structural build-

ing blocks which encode within themselves information about both what they are and how they

can fit together. Useful computation can occur if the rules that govern how certain types of blocks

may attach to other types of blocks are intelligently selected.

In the molecular case, the building blocks which self-assemble are normally DNA molecules.

DNA is perfect for self-assembly because pieces of DNA may be linked together in very pro-

grammable and predictable ways. In fact, we can construct many different building block struc-

tures with DNA, and we can program how these blocks attach to each other to achieve infinitely

variable superstructures—indeed, DNA self-assembly has even been proven to be capable of uni-

versal computation.

8.1.1 Building Blocks

The most familiar form of DNA is the double-stranded, or dsDNA molecule. These molecules

consist of two backbones which wrap around each other in a double-helix (50), and are connected

by Watson-Crick complementary bonds between the amino acids A, C, T, and G (adenine, cytosine,

thymine, and guanine). Watson-Crick complementary bonding refers to the fact that these four

amino acids form two pairs of acids which bind very strongly to each other—A binds to T, and C

binds to G.

Double-stranded DNA, or dsDNA, may be used as a building block for self-assembly. In order

for pieces of dsDNA to self-assemble, though, they need to have outreaches of single-stranded

DNA at their ends. We call these extending segments sticky ends, because a segment of single-

stranded DNA will bind (stick) to another segment of single-stranded DNA, or ssDNA, that con-

tains a sequence of amino acids which is Watson-Crick complementary to its own sequence. If

multiple pieces of dsDNA have sticky ends on both sides, they can link together to form a long

chain. The initial bonding of the amino acids of one piece of ssDNA to another is called hybridiza-

tion. After hybridization, the pieces may complete their attachment through a process called lig-

ation, where the DNA backbone is extended and connected. See Figure 8.1 for an illustration of

these reactions between pieces of double-stranded DNA with extending sticky ends (96).

Pieces of dsDNA are linear, and therefore are inadequate building blocks for the construction

of any two- or three-dimensional structures. This has led researchers to use other types of DNA

molecules, beyond the standard double-helix, for producing complex structures. The first type of

molecules are called junction molecules.

Junction molecules are formed when two strands of dsDNA undergo reciprocal exchange (re-

combination), whereby they fuse together at what is called a branched junction, or Holliday junc-

tion (see Figure 8.2) (97). In reciprocal exchange, the strands of DNA fuse by exchanging con-

nections at a particular site. This may happen between dsDNA molecules of the same or opposite
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polarity, and although either polarity combination yields the same structure after one crossover, dif-

ferent structures are achieved if more exchanges occur (molecules are of the same polarity if they

are arranged such that the two strands which undergo reciprocal exchange have the same orienta-

tion of their 3’ and 5’ ends). A junction molecule may be constructed with an arbitrary number of

arms, and there is no known limit to this number (97). Figure 8.2 shows a five-arm junction made

from a four-arm junction and a hairpin DNA molecule. We may link junction molecules together

to form more complicated structures if we extend a bit of single-stranded DNA off each arm of

a junction molecule, creating sticky ends on the arms. Molecules with topologies resembling the

edges of a cube and a truncated octahedron have been demonstrated (97). However, structures

made out of singly branched junctions are relatively flexible, and so it is impossible to characterize

the actual three-dimensional structure of these molecules. To create predictable complex structures

from DNA molecules, more rigidity is needed than that provided by branched junctions. Another

class of molecules called DNA crossovers offers this rigidity.

A DNA crossover molecule is a structure consisting of two dsDNA molecules, where each ds-

DNA molecule has a single strand that crosses over to the other molecule (see Figure 8.3) (96).

This is just reciprocal exchange between the two molecules happening at multiple sites. The

two most significant types of crossover molecules are double crossovers, or DX molecules, and

triple crossovers, or TX molecules. DX molecules are made up of two pieces of dsDNA, with

two crossover locations (93). TX molecules are made up of three pieces of dsDNA with four

crossovers (62). We may extend sticky ends off DX and TX molecules to link them together, and

call the linkable molecules tiles, in the manner of Wang tiles, which are discussed in the next sec-

tion. These DX and TX tiles are sufficiently rigid to create very complex, stable, and beautiful

two- and three- dimensional nanostructures via self-assembly, and, with intelligent selection of

how different pieces may attach, this assembly may also be used to perform computation.

8.1.2 Computation

Erik Winfree was the first to discover that planar self-assembly of DNA molecules can perform

universal computation (48). This discovery was made based on the insight that DX molecules

may be regarded simply as Wang tiles. Wang tiling is a mathematical model where square unit

tiles are labeled with specific symbols on each edge. Each tile is only allowed to associate with

tiles that have matching symbols. We can construct DNA molecules that are analogous to Wang

tiles (call these DNA tiles) by creating a molecule with a rigid, stable body and open, sticky ends

for attachment to other tiles. The DX and TX molecules are both ideal for this. The sticky ends

of DNA tiles may be labeled with certain sequences of amino acids, which are analogous to the

symbols labeling the sides of Wang tiles. This labeling allows the sticky ends to bind only to tile

ends that have a complementary sequence of base pairs; this corresponds to the rule that restricts

Wang tiles to only associate with tiles that have matching symbols. It has been shown that Wang

tiles, when designed with a certain set of symbols, are capable of universal computation, and since

DNA molecules can represent Wang tiles, it was shown that universal computation could also be

accomplished by self-assembling DNA tiles (93, 98).

The biggest advantage of computing with self-assembly, compared to other molecular comput-

ing paradigms, is that it avoids the many tedious laboratory steps that are requirements of other
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computation methods. The reason for this is that if DNA tiles are designed to correctly specify

the desired steps in a computational problem, the only structures to form from these tiles will be

the desired, valid solutions of the problem. Since only valid solutions are encoded in the result-

ing structures, one needs only to design and form the tiles from DNA strands, allow the tiles to

self-assemble, and then read the output. Of course, reading the output usually involves at least

two main steps, such as ligation of reporter strands embedded in the tiles, and subsequent separa-

tion and PCR. However, the number of total steps in performing computation with self-assembly

remains very low.

The first example of computing performed by DNA self-assembly was a four-bit cumulative

XOR (62). The function XOR takes two binary input bits and returns a zero if the inputs are equal

and a one if they are not equal. The cumulative XOR takes Boolean input bits x1, . . . , xn, and

computes the Boolean outputs y1, . . . , yn, where y1 = x1, and for i > 1, yi = yi−1XORxi. The effect

of this is that yi is equal to the even or odd parity of the first i values of x. The cumulative XOR

calculation was performed via the self-assembly of triple-crossover, or TX molecules. Eight types

of TX molecule were needed: two corner tiles, two input tiles, and four output tiles. The types were

different only in that they had different labels (sequences of amino acids) on their sticky ends, and,

in some cases, different numbers of sticky ends. The corner tiles were used to to connect a layer

of input tiles to a layer of output tiles. The two input tiles represented xi = 0 and xi = 1. The four

output tiles were needed because there are two ways to get each of the two possible outputs of a

bitwise XOR. So, one output tile represents the state where we have output bit yi = 0 and input bits

xi = 0 and yi−1 = 0, while another tile represents the state where we have output bit yi = 0 and

input bits xi = 1 and yi−1 = 1. Similarly, the other two output tiles represent the two states where

yi = 1. The actual computation of the XOR operation is accomplished by harnessing the way the

output tiles connect to the input tiles. Each output tile (yi) will only attach to a unique combination

of one input tile (xi) and one output tile (yi−1), and will leave one sticky end open that represents its

own value (yi) so that another output tile may attach to it. For example, the output tile signifying

yi = 1, xi = 0, and yi−1 = 1 has the value 1, and will only connect to an input tile with value 0

and an output tile with value 1. With this system, only the output tiles that represent the correct

solution to the problem will be able to attach to the input tiles.

Another example of computation using self-assembled DNA tiles is the binary counter created

by Rothemund and Winfree (63). The counter uses seven different types of tiles: two types of

tiles representing 1, two types representing 0, and three types for the creation of a border (corner,

bottom, and side tiles). The counter works by first setting up a tile border with the border tiles—it

is convenient to think of the “side” border tiles to be on the right, as then the counter will read

numbers from left to right. The border structure forms before the rest of the counter because of

the properties of border tiles: Two border tiles bind together with a double bond, while all other

tiles bind to each other and to border tiles with a single bond. Doubly-bound tiles have a very low

tendency to detach from each other, while singly-bound tiles detach relatively easily. Since any tile

except a border tile must bind to two additional tiles in order to have two bonds, but a border tile

and another border tile of the correct type will form a double-bond with each other, a stable border

forms before other stable formations, composed of non-border tiles, are created. The bottom and

side border tiles are designed such that the only tile that may bind in the border’s corner (to both
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a side and a bottom border tile) is a specific type of 1 tile. Only one of the 0 tiles may bind to

both this 1 tile and the bottom of the border, and this type of 0 tile may also bind to itself and

the bottom of the border, and thus may fill out the left side of the first number in the counter with

leading zeros. Now, the only type of tile which may bind both above the 1 in the corner and to

the right side of the border is the other type of 0 tile, and the only tile which may bind to the left

of it is a 1 tile—we get the number 10, or two in binary. The tile binding rules are such that this

can continue similarly up the structure, building numbers that always increment by one. Figure 8.4

shows a more intuitive picture of this device’s operation.

DNA self-assembly has also been used to solve the Boolean formula satisfiability (SAT) prob-

lem. This has been done with both string (linear) assembly of DX or TX tiles and with graph

self-assembly of duplex and branched junction molecules (99). In the string assembly solution,

the DNA tiles have a width (the number of helixes that are fused together) equal to the number of

clauses in the SAT problem. Each variable involved in the problem has two tiles, one representing

its being true, and one representing its being false. A variable’s “true” tile has a hairpin structure

in each clause where the variable appears, and no hairpin in clauses where its complement appears

(where the variable is false). The same applies for a variable’s “false” tile. When all the tiles are

mixed together (including a “start” and an “end” tile), they all join together to form only valid

solutions of the SAT problem.

8.1.3 Complex Nanostructures

In addition to performing computation, DNA tiles can self-assemble to create very complex 2D

and 3D geometrical structures. Two-dimensional periodic lattices have been constructed of both

double-crossover (DX) and triple-crossover (TX) DNA tiles (51). Both types of lattice have been

observed through atomic force microscopy, to see that the desired geometric structure is actually

being self-assembled. To assist the visualization of the structure, a lattice made of TX molecules

may be designed in such a way that rows of molecules contain loops of DNA that protrude per-

pendicularly to the plane of the lattice. These rows can be placed at regular distances that can be

designated with high accuracy (in the lab, stripes were seen at 27.2 nm when they were expected at

28.6 nm) (51). The stripes can be seen even more clearly when metallic (normally gold) balls are

affixed to the tiles making up the stripes (96).

Recently, researchers have proposed methods of making complex nanoscale three-dimensional

fractals. Specifically, a method has been proposed by which the Sierpinski cube fractal could be

produced using DNA self-assembly (100). The recursive algorithm for generating a Sierpinski

cube fractal is as follows: take a cube, divide it evenly into 27 smaller cubes, and remove the most

interior cube as well as the middle cubes on the large cube’s 6 faces. Research has shown theoret-

ically that the cube may be produced by using Mao triangles based on DX molecules. However,

the cube has not yet been produced in the lab.

8.1.4 Errors and Error Correction

Atomic force microscopy has allowed us to view self-assembled DNA structures and investigate

whether or not they are forming properly. There is indeed great success, but this has also allowed us
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to see that there are problems with reliably building large, error-free structures. The self-assembled

binary counter, for example, is error-prone in its current incarnation, only counting to 7 or 8 accu-

rately (101). In fact, there is a 1 to 10 percent error rate for each tile binding in all two-dimensional

structures constructed without any error correction or error avoidance techniques (102). This can

lead to disastrous results in many computations; such error rates come with the new territory of

biological computation, and are not a problem that traditional computer scientists are at all accus-

tomed to dealing with.

There are three main kinds of assembly error (103). See Figure 8.5 for visual examples of each.

The first kind of error is a mismatch error, where sometimes tiles become locked in the assembly in

the wrong place. A tile can attach to a corner in the assembly’s fringe by binding to one tile at the

corner, but mismatching with the other. Normally a tile in such a state would fall off the assembly,

since two bonds (or one strong bond, as is the case with border tiles) are necessary for a tile to

be locked in a stable position. However, if other tiles attach around it before it falls off, it may be

bound to enough tiles to be locked in a stable, but incorrect position in the assembly. It is easy to

see that just one tile locked in an incorrect position will throw the binary counter completely off

course, as the assembly of each row of digits in the counter is dependent upon the previous row.

While some other self-assembled patterns may be less sensitive, the fact remains that even one

erroneously placed tile can greatly impact the structure of an assembly.

The second kind of error is a facet error. This happens when a tile attaches to a facet (a portion

of the boundary apart from the built interior structure) rather than to a desired attachment site at

a corner in the structure’s frontier, and more tiles bind it into place. Even though no mismatches

occur, an incorrect structure can be formed this way.

The third kind of error is a spurious nucleation error. This occurs when the assembly begins

growing from a tile other than the special “seed” tile (normally the corner of the lattice). For

example, a portion of the interior can spontaneously come together without any boundary tiles at

all. More commonly, though, a stretch of boundary tiles will bind together without being bound

to the seed tile. A section of linked boundary tiles floating around without a seed tile to set up the

assembly structure is a perfect recipe for facet errors, since the seed tile, which links two boundary

lines together, is necessary to create the first desired binding site for the main body of the lattice, in

the corner where the boundaries meet. Any binding of tiles to a boundary line not linked to a seed

tile constitutes facet error. Avoiding spurious nucleation when running a self-assembly algorithm

is analogous to providing correct inputs to the beginning of a computer program; in other words,

growing from the seed tile makes the algorithm begin with the input you want.

All these errors occur because of the reversible, kinetic way in which DNA molecules in solu-

tion react and bind together. While two bonds (or one double-bond) are indeed required to hold a

tile in a stable spot in an assembly, in reality there are many times where a tile will attach to the

assembly with only one bond, and hang on for a little while, sometimes allowing itself to be locked

into place with further bonds. Likewise, it is also possible that even the strong double bonds may

be reversed, and break apart, at times. A kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM) has been created

(by Winfree and others) to simulate reversible tile interactions. The kTAM approximates perfect,

abstract self-assembly with strength threshold τ (given as a property of the tile program) when

Gm = τGs − ε , with Gm being the monomer tile concentration and Gs being the sticky-end bond
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strength; ε is the error rate. The model defines the forward rate of crystal growth (association)

of particular tiles as r f = k f e−Gm , where k f is a reaction constant. The backward rate of growth

(dissociation) of a tile which makes bonds with total strength b is rr,b = k f e−bGs . The free energy

of a nucleus of tiles is defined as ∆G = (bGs−nGm)kT , where b is the total bond strength, n is the

number of tiles, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. These measures help determine

under what conditions assembly steps are energetically favorable (and thus have higher probability

of occurring at any given point in time).

Perhaps obviously, we can account for most errors just by slowing down the rate at which

structures assemble. Research has shown, however, that mismatch errors occur at a rate which is at

least proportional to the square root of the speed of assembly (77). Thus, in order to reduce the rate

of error by some reasonable amount, we must slow the rate of assembly down tremendously, by

greatly decreasing the temperature and/or the monomer concentration. Better solutions are being

investigated, then, for lowering error rates.

The most promising methods involve using proofreading tiles (104–106). These methods can

greatly help in controlling both mismatch and facet errors. Proofreading tiles are extra tiles added

to a tile set that are used to store information redundantly, so it is harder to lock errors in place in a

forming structure. This type of error correction forces errors to be co-localized, so that many more

erroneous tile bindings must occur before one wrong tile is locked in place. This greatly increases

the probability that an individual wrong tile will fall off the assembly before growth continues

around it, thus substantially reducing the error rate in building the assembly. Each tile is replaced

by a block of tiles, where the bind between each pair of tiles in the block is unique (105). When

using a simple 2x2 array of proofreading tiles, the tile set for a given problem is four times larger

in size, but the error rate is 104 lower (104). Originally, the internal binding between proofreading

tiles was very simple, but Chen and Goel have improved upon this to produce the “snake” proof-

reading method. A snake tile set forces the assembly process to double, or “snake” back onto itself

when binding each proofreading block, making it less likely that an entire block will be bound

incorrectly to the growing structure (104). With either type of proofreading tile set, the mismatch

and facet error rates can be made arbitrarily small by using larger and larger tile sets (although

this produces larger and more redundant self-assembled lattices, of course). See Figure 8.6 for an

example of both types of proofreading tile sets.

The “zig-zag” boundary tile set helps prevent spurious nucleation errors, by forcing border

tiles to bind to seed tiles before binding to each other (103). This border tile set makes it more

energetically favorable for border tiles to bind correctly, so a complete border structure (with seed

in place) is set up before the rest of the structure begins growing. The zig-zag border construction

method can be combined with the proofreading tile sets mentioned earlier to yield a self-assembled

creation that is robust to all three types of error.

8.2 Enzymatic DNA computing

In this section we focus on the approach to biochemical computing—either digital or analog, de-

pending on the interpretation—in which signals are represented by concentrations of designated

molecular species. While such systems can be devised with protein enzymes, here we look at
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smaller DNA enzyme molecules. Deoxyribozymes are enzymes made of DNA that catalyze DNA

reactions such as by cleaving a DNA strand into two or ligating two strands into one. Cleaving

enzymes (known as phosphidiesterases) can be modified to include allosteric regulation sites to

which specific control molecules can bind and so affect the catalytic activity. There is a type of

regulation site to which a control molecule must bind before the enzyme can complex with (i.e.,

bind to) the substrate, thus the control molecule promotes catalytic activity. Another type of regula-

tion site allows the control molecule to alter the conformation of the enzyme’s catalytic core, such

that even if the substrate has bound to the enzyme, no cleavage occurs; thus this control molecule

suppresses or inhibits catalytic activity. This allosterically regulated enzyme can be interpreted as

a logic gate, the control molecules as inputs to the gate, and the cleavage products as the outputs.

This basic logic gate corresponds to a conjunction, such as e.g., a∧ b∧¬c, here assuming two

promotory sites and one inhibitory site, and using a and b as signals encoded by the promotor

input molecules and c as a signal encoded by the inhibitor input molecule. Deoxyribozyme logic

gates are constructed via a modular design that combines molecular beacon stem-loops (107) with

hammerhead-type deoxyribozymes, Figures 8.7.

A gate is active when its catalytic core is intact (not modified by an inhibitory input) and its

substrate recognition region is free (owing to the promotive inputs), allowing the substrate to bind

and be cleaved. Correct functioning of individual gates can be experimentally verified through

fluorescent readouts F (108).

Note that the gates use oligonucleotides as both inputs and outputs, so cascading gates is pos-

sible without any external interfaces (such as e.g., photoelectronics). The inputs are compatible

with sensor molecules (109) that could detect cellular disease markers. Final outputs can be tied

to release of small molecules. Two gates are coupled in series if the product of an “upstream” gate

specifically activates a “downstream” gate. All products and inputs (i.e., external signals) must be

sufficiently different to minimize the error rates of imperfect oligonucleotide matching, and they

must not bond to one another; we examine this problem in the next section. A series connection

of two gates, the upstream being a ligase and the downstream being a phosphodiesterase, has been

experimentally validated (110).

Multiple elementary gates have been constructed, so there is a large number of equivalent

ways that any given Boolean function can be realized—equivalent in terms of digital function, but

not in speed or cost of realization. For instance, a single four-input gate may be preferable to a

cascade with three two-input gates. Clearly construction of deoxyribozyme logic circuits bears

resemblance to traditional low-level logic design, but, perhaps because the technology has not

matured, with many more options to explore.

8.2.1 Simple enzymatic circuits

Deoxyribozyme logic gates have been used to build computational devices. A half-adder was

achieved by combining three two-input gates in solution (111). A half-adder computes the sum of

two binary digits (bits); there may be a carry. It can be implemented using an XOR gate for the sum

bit and an AND gate for the carry bit. The XOR gate, in turn, is implemented using two ANDNOT

gates. The two substrates used are fluorogenically marked, red tetramethylrhodamine (T), green

fluorescein (F), and the activity of the device can be followed by tracking the fluorescence at two
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distinct wavelengths. The results, in the presence of Zn2+ ions, are shown in Figure 8.8. When

both inputs are present, only the green fluorescein channel (carry bit) shows a rise in fluorescence.

When only input i1 is present or only input i2 is present, only the red tetramethylrhodamine channel

(sum bit) rises. With no inputs, neither channel rises. Thus, the two bits of output can be reliably

detected and are correctly computed.

8.2.2 Enzymatic game automata

Using deoxyribizyme logic gates, an automaton for the game of tic-tac-toe has been constructed (112).

To understand how this was achieved, we first briefly examine the structure of that game. A se-

quential game is a game in which players take turns making decisions known as moves. A game of

perfect information is a sequential game in which all the players are informed before every move

of the complete state of the game. A strategy for a player in a game of perfect information is a

plan that dictates what moves that player will make in every possible game state. A strategy tree is

a (directed, acyclic) graph representation of a strategy. The nodes of the graph represent reachable

game states. The edges of the graph represent the opponent’s moves. The target node of the edge

contains the strategy’s response to the move encoded on the edge. A leaf represents a final game

state, and can, usually, be labelled either win, lose, or draw. Thus, a path from the root of a strategy

tree to one of its leaves represents a game.

In a tree, there is only one path from the root of the tree to each node. This path defines a set

of moves made by the players in the game. A player’s move set at any node is the set of moves

made by that player up to that point in a game. For example, a strategy’s move set at any node is

the set of moves dictated by the strategy along the path from the root to that node. A strategy is

said to be feasible if, for every pair of nodes in the decision tree for which the opponent’s move

sets are equal, one of the following two conditions holds: (1)the vertices encode the same decision

(i.e., they dictate the same move), or (2) the strategy’s move sets are equal. A feasible strategy can

be successfully converted into Boolean logic implemented using monotone logic gates, such as the

deoxyribozyme logic gates.

In the tic-tac-toe automaton, the following simplifying assumptions. are made to reduce the

number and complexity of needed molecular species. The automaton moves first and its first move

is into the center (square 5, Figure 8.9). Because of symmetry, the first move of the human, which

must be either a side move or a corner move, is restricted to be either square 1 (corner) or square 4

(side).

The game tree in Figure 8.10 represents the chosen strategy for the automaton. For example,

if the human opponent moves into square 1 following the automaton’s opening move into square

5, the automaton responds by moving into square 4 (as indicated on edge 21). If the human then

moves into square 6, the automaton responds by moving into square 3 (edge 22). If the human then

moves into square 7, the automaton responds by moving into square 2 (edge 23). Finally, if the

human then moves into square 8, the automaton responds by moving into square 9, and the game

ends in a draw.

This strategy is feasible; therefore, following a conversion procedure, it is possible to reach a

set of Boolean formulae that realize it, given in Table 8.1. (For a detailed analysis of feasibility

conditions for the mapping of games of strategy to Boolean formulae, see (113).) The arrangement
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of deoxyribozyme logic gates corresponding to the above formulae is given in Figure 8.11. This is

the initial state of the nine wells of a well-plate in which the automaton is realized in the laboratory.

The play begins when Mg2+ ions are added to all nine wells, activating only the deoxyribozyme

in well 5, i.e., the automaton to play its first move into the center. After that, the game branches

according to the opponent’s inputs. A representative game is shown in Figure 8.12. As the human

opponent adds input to indicate his moves, the automaton responds with its own move, activating

precisely one well, which is shown enlarged. The newly activated gate is shown in light green.

The bar chart shows the measured change in fluorescence in all the wells. Wells that are logically

inactive (contain no active gates) have black bars, and wells that are logically active have green

bars (the newly active well is light green).

8.2.3 Open systems and recurrent circuits

The first oscillatory chemical reaction was discovered by Belousov in the fifties but for a while

remained little known (114). Once this Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction became better known

and its mechanisms understood (115–117), it inspired treatments of chemical computation de-

vices, made out of hypothetical large systems of coupled chemical reactions with many stable

states (118–126); moreover information-theoretic connections were made with Maxwell’s dae-

mon (127), and, chaotic behavior having been observed, with unpredictability (128–130). Chemi-

cal reactions, owing to diffusion, have a spatial component in addition to the temporal. Therefore

the oscillatory Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction gives rise to waves (131); this was used to imple-

ment computation on a prefabricated spatial pattern by wave superposition (132–134). Recently

an oligonucleotide periodic system was shown (135) (see also (136)).

It has been suggested that computational devices based on chemical kinetics are Turing-equivalent (137),

but one must consider the inherently finite number of reactions and molecular species possi-

ble (138), and the difficulty of constructing them in practice, beyond Gedankenmoleküle such

as those of Hiratsuka (139). Deoxyribozyme logic provides a systematic method for such a con-

struction, and recurrent circuits, including flip-flops and oscillators, have been designed in silico

on the basis of it (140, 141).

8.3 Word design for DNA computing

Most DNA computation models assume that computation is error-free. (Even though we describe

most of the constraints in terms of DNA, RNA computers also exist (for an example see (64))

and all of the constraints described here are also relevant to RNA.) For example, Adleman (43)

and Lipton (45) used randomly generated DNA strings in their experiments because they assumed

that errors due to false positives were rare. However, it has been experimentally shown that ran-

domly generated codes are inadequate for accurate DNA computation as the size of the problem

grows (68), since a poorly chosen set of DNA strands can cause hybridization errors. Therefore,

for many types of DNA computers, it may be practical or even necessary to create a ‘library’ or

‘pool’ of DNA word codes suitable for computation.
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There are three steps to constructing a library. First, rules or constraints must be defined which

specify whether a given set of molecules will cause errors; these constraints can be complex since

they are subject to the laws of biochemistry as well as the specific algorithm and computation style.

Second, an algorithm must be found which either generates or finds such a set of molecules; the so-

lution space is large because the number of candidate molecules grows exponentially in the length

of the DNA string. Third, it must be proved that the final set of molecules correctly implements

the DNA algorithm; for some problem instances proving this is NP-hard (142). Correspondingly,

we define three problems in library design. Given an algorithm for a type of DNA computer, the

DNA Code Constraint Problem is to find a set of constraints that the DNA strands must satisfy

to minimize the number of errors due to the choice of DNA strands. Given a set of constraints,

the DNA Code Design Problem is to find the largest set of DNA strands which satisfy the given

constraints or to find a set of DNA strands of a given size that satisfy a given set of contraints the

best. The DNA Code Evaluation Problem is to evaluate how accurate a set of DNA strands is for

implementing a DNA algorithm.

8.3.1 DNA Code Constraint Problem

A properly constructed library will help to minimize errors so that DNA computation is more

practical, reliable, scalable, and less costly in terms of materials and laboratory time. (For an

overview of library design see (67). For a survey of algorithms that have been used to solve the

DNA/RNA Code Design Problem see (143).) However, the construction of a library is non-trivial

for two reasons. First, there are 4N unique DNA strings of length N; thus the number of candidate

molecules grows exponentially in the length of the DNA string. Second, the constraints used to

find a library are complex since they are subject to the laws of biochemistry as well as the specific

algorithm and computation style.

Positive And Negative Design

Even though there are many types of DNA computers, most share similar biochemical require-

ments because they use the same fundamental biochemical processes for computation. The funda-

mental computation step for most DNA computers occurs through the bonding (hybridization) and

unbonding (denaturation) of oligonucleotides (short strands of DNA).

Creating an error-free library typically requires that planned hybridizations and denaturations

(between a word and its Watson-Crick complement) do occur and unplanned hybridizations and

denaturations (between all other combinations of code words and their complements) do not occur.

The former situation is referred to as the positive design problem while the latter is referred to as

the negative design problem (143, 144).

The positive design problem requires that there exists a sequence of reactions that produces the

desired outputs, starting from the given inputs. Thus, positive design attempts to “optimize affinity

for the target structure” (144). These reactions must occur within a reasonable amount of time for

feasible concentrations. Usually the strands must satisfy a specified secondary structure criterion

(e.g., the strand must have a desired secondary structure or have no secondary structure at all).

Since a strand is typically identified by hybridization with its perfect Watson-Crick complement,
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the positive design problem requires that each Watson-Crick duplex is stable. In addition, for

computation styles that use denaturation, the positive design problem often requires all of the

strands in the library to have similar melting temperatures, or melting temperatures above some

threshold. In short, positive design tries to maximize hybridization between perfect complements.

The negative design problem requires that: (1) no strand has undesired secondary structure

such as hairpin loops, (2) no string in the library hybridizes with any other string in the library,

and (3) no string in the library hybridizes with the complement of any other string in the library.

Thus, negative design attempts to “optimize specificity for the target structure” (144). Unplanned

hybridizations can cause two types of potential errors: false positives and false negatives. False

negatives occur when all (except an undetectable amount) of DNA that encodes a solution is hy-

bridized in unproductive mismatches. Since mismatched strands are generally less stable than

perfectly matched strands, false negatives can be controlled by adjusting strand concentrations.

Deaton experimentally verified the occurrence of false positives, which happen when a mismatched

hybridization causes a strand to be incorrectly identified as a solution (68). False positives can be

prevented by ensuring that all unplanned hybridizations are unstable. In short, the negative design

problem tries to minimize non-specific hybridization.

Positive design often uses GC-content and energy minimization as heuristics (see below). Neg-

ative design uses combinatorial methods (such as Hamming distance, reverse complement Ham-

ming distance, shifted Hamming distance, and sequence symmetry minimization), and thermody-

namic methods (such as minimum free energy). Constraints which incorporate both positive and

negative design are probability, average incorrect nucleotides, energy gap, probability gap, and

energy minimization in combination with sequence symmetry minimization. The best-performing

models for designing single-strand secondary structure use simultaneous positive and negative de-

sign, and significantly outperform either method alone; however, kinetic constraints must be con-

sidered separately since low free energy does not necessarily imply fast folding (144). We believe

that this same principle holds for designing hybridizations between multiple strands.

Secondary Structure of Single Strands

Most DNA computation styles need strands with no secondary structure (i.e., no tendency to hy-

bridize with itself). There are, on the other hand, cases where specific secondary structures are

desired, such as for deoxyribozyme logic gates (112); Figure 8.14 shows the desired structure.

Even there, structures different from the desired must be eliminated.

There are several heuristics that are used to prevent secondary structure. Sometimes, repeated

substrings and complementary substrings within a single strand which are non-overlapping and

longer than some minimum length are forbidden in order to prevent stem formation. This heuristic

is often called sequence symmetry minimization (144,145) or substring uniqueness (146). Another

heuristic is to forbid particular substrings; these forbidden substrings are usually strings known

to have undesired secondary structure. For example, sequences containing GGGGG should be

avoided because they may form the four-stranded G4-DNA structure (147, 148). (For more infor-

mation about alternative base pairing structures see (97).) Alternatively, strands are designed using

only a three-letter alphabet (A, C, T for DNA and A, C, U for RNA) to eliminate the potential for

GC pairs which could cause unwanted secondary structure (149).
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In order to design a strand with a desired secondary structure (inverse secondary structure

prediction), the nucleotides at positions which bond together must be complementary. This simple

approach can be improved by also requiring the strands to satisfy some free-energy-based criteria,

such as those described below from Dirks et al. (144).

The minimum free energy constraint, which can be calculated in O(N3) time for structures with

no pseudoknots (150), is used to choose sequences such that the target structure has the minimum

free energy. However, since this method is negative design, it does not ensure the absence of

other structures that the sequence is likely to form. Algorithms also exist to determine whether a

set of strands are structure-free, where a set of sequences is considered to be structure-free if the

minimum free energy of every strand in the set is greater than or equal to zero (151–153). It has

also been suggested that sequences could be chosen so that the difference between the free energy

of the desired structure and undesired structures is maximal (67).

The energy minimization constraint is used to choose sequences which have a low free energy

in the target structure, but not necessarily the minimum free energy. To design strands with this

constraint, first generate a random string s that satisfies the complementary requirements of the

desired secondary structure. For each step (Dirks used 106 steps), choose a random one-point

mutation. Let s′ be the sequence with this random one-point mutation (and a mutation in the

corresponding base required by the structure constraint, if any). Accept the mutation by replacing

s with s′ if:

e−
∆G(s′)−∆G(s)

RT ≥ ρ

where ρ ∈ [0,1] is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution, ∆G(s) is the free energy of

the sequence in secondary structure s, and ∆G(s′) is the free energy of the sequence in secondary

structure s′ (the free energy of a given structure can be calculated in O(N) time). Thus, this equation

always accepts any mutations which result in no change or a decrease in free energy, and accepts

with some probability any mutations which increase the free energy.

Sequences can also be chosen which maximize the probability of sampling the target structure.

The probability p(s) that every nucleotide in the sequence exactly matches the target structure s at

thermodynamic equilibrium is calculated by:

p(s) =
1

Q
e−

∆G(s)
RT

where ∆G(s) is the free energy of the sequence in secondary structure s. The partition function, Q,

is:

Q = ∑
s∈Ω

e−
∆G(s)

RT

where Ω is the set of all secondary structures that the sequence can form in equilibrium. If s∗

is the target secondary structure and p(s∗) ≈ 1, then the sequence has a high affinity and high

specificity for s∗. An optimal dynamic programming algorithm calculates p(s∗) for structures with

no pseudoknots in O(N3) time (154), whereas p(s∗) for secondary structures with pseudoknots can

be calculated in O(N5) time (155).
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Additionally, sequences can be chosen to minimize the average number of incorrect nucleotides,

n(s), over all equilibrium secondary structures Ω. The structure matrix Ss for a given sequence of

length N in structure s is:

Ss[i, j] =

{

1, if base i is paired with base j in s

0,otherwise

Ss[i,N +1] =

{

1, if base i is unpaired in s

0, otherwise

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N. The probability matrix Ps is:

Ps[i, j] = ∑
s∈Ω

p(s)Ss[i, j]

where 1 ≤ i ≤ N and 1 ≤ j ≤ N +1. When 1 ≤ j ≤ N, Ps[i, j] is the probability of forming a base

pair between the nucleotides at position i and j (i.e., the sum of the probabilities of each structure

where i and j are paired). Ps[i,N + 1] is the probability that base i is unpaired. Let n(s) be the

average number of incorrect nucleotides over the equilibrium ensemble of secondary structures Ω.

If s∗ is the target structure then:

n(s∗) = N −
N

∑
i=1

N+1

∑
j=1

Ps[i, j]Ss∗[i, j]

where n(s∗) can be calculated in O(N3) time in structures with no pseudoknots and O(N5) in

structures with pseudoknots.

Dirks et al. determined that the best-performing models are probability, average incorrect nu-

cleotides, and energy minimization in combination with sequence symmetry minimization for the

substrings that are not constrained by the desired secondary structure. The models with medium

performance are the negative design methods (minimum free energy, and sequence symmetry min-

imization alone). The worst performing model is energy minimization (a positive design method).

Surprisingly, minimum free energy performs similarly to sequence symmetry minimization; these

results show that free energy measurements do not guarantee good design. An effective search

must use both positive and negative design methods.

Secondary Structure of Multiple Strands

The way that DNA folds in nature is not necessarily how computers should fold DNA strands to

obtain the structure, since nature has the advantage of parallel processing and the proximity of

the molecules in space. The strength of a perfectly matched duplex, a positive constraint, is often

estimated by either: (1) the type of hydrogen bonds, AT vs. GC, expressed as the percentage of

nucleotides that are G and C bases in a strand or duplex, which is known as GC-content; or (2) the

amount of free energy released from the formation of the hydrogen bonds and the phosphodiester

bonds that hold together adjacent nucleotides in a strand. The latter model is known as the nearest-

neighbor model.
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Since GC base pairs are held together by three hydrogen bonds while AT base pairs are held

together by only two hydrogen bonds, double-stranded DNA with a high GC content is often more

stable than DNA with a high AT content. Many DNA library searches require each strand to have

a 50% GC-content to make the thermodynamic stability of perfectly matches duplexes similar.

The GC-content heuristic is simple to calculate; only the length and the number of GC bases

are needed, where the length refers to the number of nucleotide base pairs. However the nearest-

neighbor heuristic is more accurate than the GC-content heuristic because the nearest neighbor base

stacking energies account for more of the change in free energy than the energy of the hydrogen

bonding between nucleotide bases.

Requiring all pairs of strings in the library to have at least a given minimum Hamming dis-

tance (i.e., the number of characters in corresponding places which differ between two strings), is

intended to satisfy the negative requirement that no pair of strings in the library should hybridize.

A variation of this idea is the reverse complement Hamming distance, which is the number of cor-

responding positions which differ in the complement of s1 and the reverse of s2. This constraint is

used to reduce the false positives that occur from hybridization between a word and the reverse of

another word in the library.

The advantage of Hamming distance (and its variations) is its theoretical simplicity and the

vast body of extant work in coding theory. Many bounds have been calculated on the optimal size

of codes with various Hamming-distance-based constraints (156). Many early DNA library search

algorithms used Hamming distance as a constraint to develop combinatorial algorithms based on

the results from coding theory. However, Hamming distance alone is an insufficient constraint.

One problem with Hamming-distance-based heuristics is that this measure assumes that posi-

tion i of the first string is aligned with position i of the second string. However, since duplexes can

be formed with dangling ends and loops, this is not the only possible alignment. Various Ham-

ming distance slides, substring uniqueness (146), partial words (157), and H-measure (71, 158)

constraints have been developed to fix the alignment problem. Similarly, many of the previously

mentioned constraints (such as GC-content and Hamming distance) have also been applied to

windows and pairs of windows, which are substrings of a given length. Another problem with

heuristics based on Hamming distance is that the percentage of matching base pairs necessary to

form a duplex is not necessarily known. Melting temperature can be used to approximate what the

minimum Hamming distance should be; however, for a given temperature and word set, there can

be significant variation in the required minimum distance.

Now that accurate free-energy information is available for all but the most complicated sec-

ondary structures (e.g., branching loops), the nearest-neighbor model is a much more accurate

method to use than the constraints based on Hamming distance. It has also been experimentally

determined for a sequence A of length n and a sequence B of length m that minimum free energy

is a superior constraint to BP, where

BP = min(n,m)−min−m<k<nH(A,σ k(B))

where H(∗,∗) is the Hamming distance, B is the reverse complement of B, and σ k is the shift

rightward when k > 0 or leftward when k < 0 (147) (BP is equivalent to the H-measure constraint

if n = m). One way of using free-energy-based calculations as a constraint to prevent mismatched
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duplexes is to maximize the gap between the free energy of the weakest specific hybridization and

the free energy of strongest nonspecific hybridization, which we refer to as the energy gap; this ap-

proach was used by Penchovsky (159). A metric also exists which calculates the maximum number

of stacked base pairs in any secondary structure; a thermodynamic weighting of this metric gives

an upper bound on the free energy of duplex formation (160). The probability, p(s∗), measurement

could also be applied to duplexes. A reasonable heuristic would be to maximize the gap between

the lowest probability of the desired specific hybridizations and the highest probability of unde-

sired non-specific hybridizations, which we refer to as the probability gap. Algorithms exist which

calculate the probability, p(s∗), for all possible combinations of single and double stranded fold-

ings between a pair of strands (161). Various equilibrium thermodynamic approaches have been

used (162–166). Computational incoherence, ξ , predicts the probability of an error hybridization

per-hybridization event based on statistical thermodynamics (158, 162, 167).

The physically-based models can be divided into categories based on the level of chemical de-

tail (168). Techniques which model single molecules include molecular mechanics models such as

Monte Carlo minimum free energy simulations and molecular dynamics which models the change

of the system with time. Techniques which average system behavior, or mass action approaches,

are less accurate but more computationally feasible. Molecular mechanics (which models the

movement of the system to the lowest energy), chemical kinetics, melting temperature, and statis-

tical thermodynamics are all mass action approaches.

Thermodynamics are best at predicting DNA structure. However, calculating these measures

can be costly. According to the requirements mentioned for the negative design problem, check-

ing that a library of size M meets specifications requires O(M2) string comparisons, where each

comparison of a pair of strings of length N is potentially polynomial in N. Thus, the weaker combi-

natorial and heuristic predictors could be used to quickly filter a candidate set of library molecules,

and then the free energy model could be used to more accurately check this set. If this approach is

adopted, the correlation between these alternative heuristics and free energy measurements should

be explored. Alternatively, free energy or probability approximation algorithms could be used.

This approach has the advantage that techniques from randomized algorithm analysis could be

used to prove the correctness of the approximation.

Melting Temperature

Melting temperature is typically used as a constraint in DNA paradigms that use multiple hy-

bridization and denaturation steps to identify the answer, for an example see (64). When DNA is

heated, the hydrogen bonds that bind two bases together tend to break apart, and the strands tend to

separate from each other. The probability that a bond will break increases with temperature. This

probability can be described by the melting temperature, which is the temperature in equilibrium at

which 50% of the oligonucleotides are hybridized and 50% of the oligonucleotides are separated.

Since temperature control is often used to help denature the strands in intermediate steps, it is ad-

vantageous for these paradigms to require all of the strands in the library to have similar melting

temperatures, or melting temperatures above some threshold.

The melting temperature of a perfectly matched duplex can be roughly estimated from the 2–4

rule (67), which predicts the melting temperature as twice the number of AT base pairs plus 4 times
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the number of GC base pairs. Another rough estimate of the change in melting temperature due to

mismatched duplexes can also be obtained by decreasing the melting temperature of a correspond-

ing matched duplex by 1◦C per 1% mismatch; unfortunately, the inaccuracy is typically greater

than 10◦C (169). Neither method is recommended. A better method is to use the nearest-neighbor

model regardless of whether the duplex is perfectly matched or mismatched. This method pro-

duces more accurate results because melting temperature is closely related to free energy. Melting

temperature has been used to characterize the hybridization potential of a duplex (170, 171), but

this measure cannot be used to predict whether two strands are bound at a given temperature since

the melting temperatures of different duplexes do not necessarily correspond to relative rankings

of stability.

Reaction Rates

Once the structure of candidate strands is known, the next logical question to ask is how fast do

these reactions occur and what concentration is needed. Kinetics deals with the rate of change

of reactions. For some implementations of DNA computers, the rate of the reaction could be an

additional search constraint. System-level simulation software has been described for this pur-

pose (172).

DNA Prediction Software

There exist many software packages that predict DNA/RNA structure, thermodynamics, or kinet-

ics. A few well-know structure prediction software packages are: Dynalign (173), mfold (174),

NUPACK (155, 175), RNAsoft (176), RNAstructure (177), and the Vienna Package (178). RNA

free energy nearest neighbor parameters are available from the Turner Group (177). Some software

packages which calculate thermodynamics are: HyTher (179–181), BIND (170), MELTING (182),

MELTSIM (183), and MeltWin (184). Kinfold (185) simulates kinetics. EdnaCo (158) and Visual

OMP (Oligonucleotide Modeling Platform; DNA Software Inc.) (186) simulate biochemical pro-

tocols in silico. In addition, there are many library design software packages such as: DNA Design

Toolbox (187), DNASequenceCompiler (146), DNASequenceGenerator (146), NACST/Seq (188),

NucleicPark (166), PERMUTE (64), PUNCH (189), SCAN (171), SEQUIN (145), SynDCode (160,

190, 191), and TileSoft (192).

8.3.2 DNA Code Design Problem

Once the desired constraints are known, how should one design a sequence generator to find strings

that satisfy those constraints? A good generator should be reliable, extensible, efficient, and scal-

able. Ideally the generator should find as large a set as possible, work for multiple problems, and

should allow constraints to be added and removed easily. However comparisons of sequence gen-

eration algorithms are difficult because the algorithms are usually written and tested for a specific

DNA computation problem and specific set of constraints; an algorithm that does well on one

constraint set may not do well on another constraint set. Thus in this section we briefly explain
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several approaches to give the flavor of possible solutions to the DNA Code Design Problem; see

also (143).

Early algorithms to find DNA word sets focused on the Hamming distance constraint or vari-

ations thereof to achieve a theoretical abstraction of the constraints, which allowed the use of

combinatorial algorithms (e.g., (69)) and proofs of completeness (i.e., that the size of the pool is

optimal or near optimal) (156). However, in the process the constraints are simplified so much that

they no longer accurately predict DNA structure. Current algorithms tend to use a more complex

combination of the constraints. However, since these constraints are difficult to abstract, more re-

cent programs resort to genetic algorithms, random search, exhaustive search, and local stochastic

search algorithms.

Combinatoric Algorithms

Because of the association between DNA code design and coding theory, early algorithms tended

to focus on finding optimal code sizes. Many proofs have been found which bound the size of

optimal codes for simple combinations of constraints based on Hamming distance and reverse

complement Hamming distance (156). These proofs can be used to evaluate the optimality of a

solution to the DNA Code Design Problem. Algebraic properties, formal language theory, and cod-

ing theory have also been used to show properties of DNA-compliant languages (193). However,

the tradeoff is that many of these proofs are extremely difficult to extend to complex combinations

of constraints that model the physical world more realistically. As a result, these algorithms tended

to be deterministic, combinatorial, and specific to the DNA computer that they were designed for.

For example, the “template-map” strategy (69) obtains a large number of dissimilar word se-

quences from a significantly smaller number of of templates and maps using theoritical proofs,

where a template is a string chosen from the alphabet {A,C} and a map is a string of the same

length chosen from the alphabet {0,1}. When a map m is applied to a template t, a character in

the template, ti, is replaced with its complement if the corresponding character in the map, mi, is

1; if mi is 0 then there is no change to ti (e.g., when the map 10100101 is applied on template

AACCACCA, it produces the string TAGCAGCT.) Since each template and map pair uniquely

describes a string from the alphabet {A,C,G,T}, additional constraints are needed to prevent non-

specific hybridizations. The templates are also required to be “conflict-free”, where two templates

are considered to be conflict-free if they generate two strings which have a Hamming distance and

reverse complement Hamming distance of at least 4 when paired with any two maps. In addition,

the template and map pairs are also required to generate strings with a 50% GC-content. The

obvious limitation of this method is with respect to extensibility and scalability.

Randomized Algorithms

Later algorithms tend to focus on being extensible to a variety of problems and constraints and

also on accurately modeling the physical world; this trend can be seen in the current discussions

about defining a standard for biomolecular computing simulation software (194). Since the search

space is large and the constraints are complex, most of the randomized algorithms used for DNA

code design tend to be Las Vegas algorithms (algorithms which vary in run time) and not Monte
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Carlo algorithms (algorithms which sometimes produce incorrect answers); thus the efficiency

with which a randomized algorithm finds or converges to a solution is an important consideration

for evaluating these types of algorithms. In addition, these algorithms may also vary in solution

quality from run to run, so the quality of the solution is also important.

The PERMUTE program (64) is an example of a simple randomized algorithm. It generates

random nucleotides from the three letter alphabet {A,C,U} and then permutes the sequence until

the constraints are satisfied. If no permutation produces a valid string, then a new random string

is generated. A simple variation on this idea is to generate a random candidate string, add the

string to the pool only if it satisfies the constraints, and repeat (195). These types of “generate-

and-test” algorithms perform well in situations where the search process does not tend to get stuck

in local minima. However the constraints must be set appropriately before algorithm executes

and the generator can not suggest whether it is possible to find better sets which satisfy the same

constraints.

The DNASequenceGenerator (146) is an example of a slightly more complicated randomized

algorithm. This algorithm generates a pool of nb-unique sequences from a directed graph whose

nodes are labeled with sequences of length nb, which are referred to as “base strands”. A directed

edge,
−−→
(u,v), connects node u and v if the last nb − 1 characters of base strand u are the same as

the first nb − 1 characters of base strand v. Thus a string of length ns is represented by a path

of length (ns − nb + 1); the set of paths of length (ns − nb + 1) which do not share any nodes

corresponds to a set of nb-unique sequences of length ns. The nodes of certain base strands (such

as self-complementary substrings, forbidden substrings, substrings containing two consecutive GG

or CC bases, substrings containing specified GC-content, etc.) can be restricted by marking their

corresponding nodes as forbidden or by removing them from the graph. In each iteration, the

algorithm randomly chooses a start node and performs a random walk to find a path of length

(ns − nb + 1) which does not contain forbidden nodes, nodes used in other paths, or the reverse

complement of nodes used in other paths. If a complete path which satisfies the constraints (such

as melting temperature and GC-content) is found, the sequence is added to the library of strings,

otherwise the walk backtracks and attempts to find another path. A limitation of this algorithm is

that a large amount of memory may be needed to store the graph.

Most current research in DNA word design falls in the category of stochastic local search

algorithms (which includes the evolutionary algorithms described below). Stochastic local search

algorithms (SLS) are the subset of randomized algorithms which make use of the previous random-

ized choices when generating or selecting new candidate solutions. More specifically, “the local

search process is started by selecting an initial candidate solution, and then proceeds by iteratively

moving from one candidate solution to a neighboring candidate solution, where the decision on

each search step is based on a limited amount of local information only. In stochastic local search

algorithms, these decisions as well as the initial search initialization can be randomized” (196).

Many SLS algorithms have parameters which need to be set manually. The comparison of these

algorithms can be misleading when the parameter settings are unevenly optimized; thus care must

be taken to ensure that the parameters are equally optimized or that at least the same amount of

effort is spent on each algorithm to optimize the parameters if the optimal settings are uncertain.

Given a set of individual and pairwise constraints on strands (e.g., Hamming distance, reverse
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Hamming distance, GC-content, or thermodynamics), the SLS-THC algorithm (196–199) begins

with a randomly chosen pool of strings of size N, where each string is of length n and each string

satisfies any constraints specified on individual strings. To obtain good performance, the algorithm

stores the results of the calculations for the pairwise constraints in a table; thus modifying a word

in the pool requires only Θ(N) calculations. In each iteration, the algorithm picks a pair of words

(uniformly at random) that has a conflict (a violation of a pairwise search constraint) and modifies

one of the words. All single-base mutations to each string in the conflicting pair which satisfy

the individual constraints (the 1-mutation neighborhood) are considered as modifications. With

constant probability θ , a modification in the 1-mutation neighborhood is chosen at random, other-

wise a modification is chosen which maximally reduces the number of pair conflicts in the pool.

Empirical analysis of the run-time distributions of the algorithm on hard design problems indicates

that the search performance is compromised by stagnation; this problem can be overcome by the

occasional random replacement of a small fraction of the strings in the pool (197). The algorithm

terminates if S has no conflicts or if a specified number of iterations have been completed. If the al-

gorithm terminates before it finds a valid set of size N then a word in a conflicting pair is randomly

deleted from the pool until no conflicts remain.

The SLS-THC algorithm is a more sophisticated search than the previous randomized algo-

rithms because it utilizes local information in its search process. The search process can be thought

of as a conflict-directed random walk. As the algorithm runs, at any given time there may be pair-

wise conflicts in the pool; allowing these conflicts to remain may help the algorithm overcome

local minima because the decision of which conflicting string to remove is delayed. Since every

conflicting pair has the same probability of being mutated in each iteration, there is high probably

that strings that create minor conflicts will be resolved by only a few mutations and a high proba-

bility that strings which prevent the pool size from growing (local minima) will be mutated greatly

or even replaced. It has been empirically demonstrated that the SLS-THC algorithm matches or

improves upon the pool sizes obtained from the best known theoretical constructions for several

different combinations of Hamming distance, reverse Hamming distance, and GC-content con-

straints (196).

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) are a subset of SLS algorithms which use techniques inspired

by biological evolution. The solution pool is represented by a population of ‘individuals’ or ‘chro-

mosomes’. EAs use selection, mutation, and recombination on the population to utilize local

information and prevent local minima in order to efficiently optimize the population. There are

several types of evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) (200), evolution strate-

gies (201, 202), and evolutionary programming (203). However since current work often blends

concepts from many styles of EAs, we do not emphasize the differences between the types of EAs.

The goal of a GA is to minimize or maximize a measure of fitness; this concept corresponds to

the biological concept of “selection of the fittest”. For example, in some GA implementations of

the DNA word design problem, the fitness is based on the Hamming distance between strings (68,

204) or based on the partition function (205). Other GAs have used a single fitness function which

incorporates multiple constraints (195); as a result, several experimental runs may be required to

decide how to set the parameters. When the constraints are mutually independent, the parameter

values can be determined independently. However, in the DNA word design problem, it is often the
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case that optimizing one constraint causes a relative tradeoff in the optimality of another constraint

(e.g., the chance of non-specific hybridizations can be reduced by using only the three bases A,

T, and C, but this technique also increases the similarity of the strings). When the parameters

are not mutually exclusive, finding the optimal parameters settings can be difficult (196). It has

been suggested that as the number of design constraints is increased, a single fitness measure which

incorporates all of the design constraints may not be appropriate for the DNA word design problem

because the relative importance of each constraint is often unknown (195). Some more recent GAs,

such as NACST/Seq (188,206,207), attempt to resolve these problems using a multi-objective GA.

8.3.3 DNA Code Evaluation Problem

Of the heuristics previously mentioned, the most appropriate method for obtaining an estimate

of the absolute or relative rate of hybridization error is thermodynamics and statistical thermody-

namics. For example, p(s∗), n(s∗), pair probabilities, and free energy have been used to evaluate

whether a singly stranded sequence will form a desired secondary structure, s∗ (144). Statistical

thermodynamics (the partition function of all hybridized configurations) have been used to predict

the error rate in the set of strands used in Adleman’s original Hamiltonian Path problem (205).

Computational incoherence (162, 167), ξ , could also be used for evaluation. In addition, the en-

ergy gap or probability gap could be used for evaluation (199). The most significant evaluation

criterion is how the strands perform in the laboratory, since this is what the library is ultimately

designed for.

Research in DNA libraries has two main goals: (1) to further understand DNA chemistry, and

(2) to understand search techniques useful for constructing sets of DNA codes. Although there

is a growing consensus that DNA computers will never be as practical or as fast as conventional

computers, biological computers have the advantage that their style of computation is closer to

natural processes. Deaton states that the process of converting an algorithm into a biomolecu-

lar systems “is as difficult [i.e., NP-hard or harder] as the combinatorial optimization problems

they are intended to solve” (142). However, successful research in DNA libraries will help to

reduce errors in DNA computation and may discover new information about how DNA interacts

with itself. Although current DNA computers are simplistic in comparison to natural biochemi-

cal processes, DNA computation may help to develop alternative theories for how cells work or

could have evolved (208). In addition, research in DNA design also pertains to DNA nanotechnol-

ogy, PCR-based applications, and DNA arrays. Breakthroughs in this field will add to the current

knowledge of DNA chemistry as well as DNA computers.

8.3.4 Exploiting Inexact Matching

In the preceding, we assumed that the applications to which the designed word sets will be put

require exact matching for correctness of operation. This is indeed true of combinatorial DNA

computing, to avoid false positives, i.e., spurious solutions, and it is somewhat true in enzymatic

DNA computing, to minimize cross-talk between signals. On the other hand, there can be an

array of applications that inherently allow modest amounts of error. Such is the case with signal

processing applications, where the input data are noisy. It is preferable in such situations to allow
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imperfect matches, i.e., to build the possibility of imperfect matches directly into the design of the

word set.

Tsaftaris (209, 210) considers a hypothetical scenario in which a database of signals is stored

as a pool of DNA. Each signal is represented as a double-stranded section of DNA. The database

allows matching queries, in which one asks if a given (short) probe signal is approximately equal

to some portion of one of the stored (target) signals; the target signal and the position of the

match are identified. To run the matching query, a sample of the database is denatured, the probe

is represented as the complementary oligonucleotide, hybridization is allowed to take place, and

then the result is isolated. In such a setting, it is advantageous explicitly to allow some degree of

hybridization errors between strands that encode adjacent signal levels. The word design problem

is then not just that of choosing some N oligonucleotides of a given length, but of assigning them

to the N discrete signal levels in such a way that for signal levels that are close to one another, the

likelihood of a stable mismatch is inversely proportional to the level difference, and for signal levels

exceeds some threshold, that likelihood is negligible. This is called the noise tolerance constraint,

and is imposed in addition to the usual combinatorial constraints. A stochastic algorithm that builds

upon thermodynamic models of SantaLucia (180) is proposed by Tsaftaris and demonstrated for

N = 128 and 10nt oligonucleotides (209).

8.4 Conclusion

This review focused on a few selected topics in nanocomputing. The literature grows by the day.

For combinatorial approaches, which predominated at the outset of DNA computing research era,

consult, e.g., the review (99). For state-machine based approaches, predicted at least as early as in

the work of Manin, initiated by Rothemund, and forcefully demonstrated by Benenson (211, 212),

in which finite control is achieved using collections of customized enzymes, consult, e.g., the

review (213). For cell and membrane computing, consult (85, 90, 214–216). For recent achieve-

ments in self-assembly, in particular assembly of almost arbitrary planar shapes, see (217). For

recent achievements in enzymatic computing, see (218). For architectural advances, spearheaded

by dyed-in-the wool computer scientists, see e.g. (219, 220).
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Table 8.1: Boolean formulae resulting from the tic-tac-toe game tree.

o1 = i4

o2 = (i6 ∧ i7 ∧¬i2)∨ (i7∧ i9 ∧¬i1)∨ (i8∧ i9 ∧¬i1)

o3 = (i1 ∧ i6)∨ (i4∧ i9)

o4 = i1

o5 = 1

o6 = (i1 ∧ i2 ∧¬i6)∨ (i1∧ i3 ∧¬i6)∨ (i1∧ i7 ∧¬i6)∨ (i1 ∧ i8 ∧¬i6)∨ (i1∧ i9 ∧¬i6)

o7 = (i2 ∧ i6 ∧¬i7)∨ (i6∧ i8 ∧¬i7)∨ (i6∧ i9 ∧¬i7)∨ (i9 ∧ i2 ∧¬i1)

o8 = i9 ∧ i7 ∧¬i4

o9 = (i7 ∧ i8 ∧¬i4)∨ (i4∧ i2 ∧¬i9)∨ (i4∧ i3 ∧¬i9)∨ (i4 ∧ i6 ∧¬i9)∨ (i4∧ i7 ∧¬i9)∨ (i4∧ i8 ∧¬i9)
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Figure 8.1: Hybridization of the single-stranded sticky ends extending from double-stranded DNA

molecules. After the base pair bonding occurs in hybridization, the backbones of the two dsDNA

molecules may be joined by ligation.
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Figure 8.2: The opposite-polarity dsDNA molecules A and B undergo reciprocal exchange to form

the four-arm branched junction 4J. The 4-arm junction 4J then undergoes reciprocal exchange with

the hairpin molecule H to form the 5-arm branched junction molecule 5J.
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Figure 8.3: Two antiparallel double-crossover DNA molecules, and a triple-crossover molecule.

The even and odd labels on the double-crossover molecules refer to the number of helical half-turns

between the two crossovers (two in the left molecule, three in the middle molecule). The double-

crossover molecules are formed when two crossovers occur between two double-stranded DNA

molecules, while the triple-crossover molecule is formed when four crossovers occur between

three double-stranded DNA molecules. The different line styles represent different contiguous

single DNA strands in the new molecule. The four extended strands on each molecule are “sticky

ends” that can be used to connect DNA tiles together.
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Figure 8.4: A binary counter in the process of self assembly. The seed tile starts off the assembly.

The right side and bottom border tiles connect to each other with double bonds, while all the other

tiles connect with single bonds. A tile needs two single bonds (or one double bond) to form a

stable attachment to the structure; the marked attachment positions show where a tile can form a

stable attachment.
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Figure 8.5: Errors present in two binary counters in the process of self-assembly. In (a), the tile

highlighted in black is mismatched, but has been locked into place by other tiles binding correctly

around it. Hence, in this case, our counter counts to one, then zero, then one again; obviously, a

similar error can be arbitrarily serious, destroying the counter’s count. In (b), we see two types

of errors. The boundary tiles have formed without growing off of a seed tile (corner tile); this is

a nucleation error. Also, although there are no mismatches, the rule tiles have begun counting

at 8 (or more, depending on whether more ones or zeros bind to the frontier) and are continuing

forward and backward. This is because they started assembling on a facet (edge) rather than in the

corner as in (a). This constitutes a facet error.
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Figure 8.6: A tile, (a), and 2x2 proofreading tile sets representing it, (b) and (c). (b) is the simple

redundant representation. The assembly is growing from right to left and top to bottom (as in the

binary counter example). Note that all four tiles are connected to each other with unique types of

single-bonds. (c) is the improved, “snake” proofreading tile set representation, so named because

its formation snakes back upon itself. We can see that the snake tileset greatly decreases the chance

of a facet nucleation error (when a tile binds to some facet instead of at a corner, and is then locked

into place by another tile). Recall that a tile must be attached with two bonds (or one double-bond)

to be a stable part of the structure. If tile A in (b) formed a single-bond with Z, for example, it

could be locked in place by tile D binding (in a stable, two-bond manner) to its left, and so the

error propagates to the left after only one single-bond facet nucleation (A binding to Z). However,

with the snake tileset, there can be no bond between A and D. In order for the block in (c) to grow,

A must bind to B, which binds (with a stable, double-bond) to C, which then binds to D. Thus, the

set in (c) would require two undesired single-bonds in very close proximity (namely, A to Z and B

to A) before only double-bonds are required to lock the error in place (C to B, etc.). The probability

of this happening is very small.
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Figure 8.7: A YES gate, in which an “input” oligonucleotide activates a deoxyribozyme by opening

an inhibitory stem.
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Figure 8.8: Observed fluorescence change in a half-adder deoxyribozyme logic circuit: the red

tetramethylrhodamine channel is shown on the left; the green fluorescein channel is shown on the

right.
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Figure 8.9: The tic-tac-toe game board.
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Figure 8.11: Realizing a tic-tac-toe automaton using deoxyribozyme logic. The center well con-

tains a consitutively active deoxyribozyme. Each of the eight remaining wells contains a number

of deoxyribozyme logic gates as indicated.
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Figure 8.12: A game of tic-tac-toe. See main text for description.
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Hairpin Loop Bulge Loop Internal LoopStem Branching Loop

Figure 8.13: DNA loops. Solid areas represent double stranded sections. Lines represent single

stranded sections.
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Figure 8.14: Example of secondary structure in Stojanovic and Stefanovic’s DNA automaton (112)

as computed by MFold (174,180,232) using 140 mM Na+, 2 mM Mg2+, and 25◦C. The strand has

three hairpin loops, which is the desired secondary structure. ∆G is −12.3 kcal/mol.
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